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TUBE STUDY OF THE HYDROGEN-OXYGEN REACTION*

T. ASABA

Departmenrt of Chemistry, The Urnersity of Tezas, Austin, Texas

W. C. GARDINER, JR.

Department of ChemistJry, The Univerttp of Texas, .4Ausin, Tezxa

AND

R. F. STUBBEMAN

Esao Research ant Engineering ('ompavny., Linden, New Jersey

hydrogen-oxygen reaction was investigated using OiH absorption and ermission meas-
nta of induction times over the temperature range of 14X)-2,')K. The detp-r. "nce
uction time on composition was studied to measure the relative influence of hYdroge"
xygen concentrations in determining the induction times. Cornparimm of experime.ntal
arements with computed values obtained from an analytic solution to the rat equa-
which is prisnted in detail, sho-Ae.l that the results could Ie understood in tertus of
oefticient parameters which are in agrTen.,nt with previous studies The effict of slow
inal relaxation of 0, was investigated under conditions where the vibrational rt-laxati-n,
were comparable to the induction times. The results indicated that in normal studies

trgen--oxygen ignition kinetics no effect of slow vibrational relaxation will be observed.

Introduction of Reactions '.) -(3) and exp,,erimental rn-ults, a

udies of the hydrogen-oxygen > solution (f the rate equations for the.,M reavtions
.d fheyen re- i required under conditi.ns appropriate to theL temperatures have be-n reported in experimental range of temlnrature, pre-'sure,

.. For the c&s4e of pres.-ures low enough and conilmition. In an early paper using tech-
ecular reactions can be disAregardeid, niques similar to those employed here. Schott
.bsence of wall effects, they have con- and Kine,y' emp•ived partial'steady-!tate ap-
the dominant reactions of the induc- proximations and a r.-u til r teadtant hyplr-ogn
are: and oxygen concentratioins in order to derive an

H, + O - 2 OH (or H, 0) (tP) expreskion for the rate of growth of hydroxyll-

H + o - 0 + oH (1) radical concentration. This ledi to a relation be-
tween oxygen concentration, indiuction time, and

0 + Ht - H + OH (2) temperature, which could be compared with their

)H + Hs - H + Hpo. (3) experimental results. A different approach taken
was numerical integration of the rate equations

ill result of thi.4 branching-chain under the constraint of constant shock flow.'-'
exponential growth of chain-carrier The partial steativ-4tate approximation used

arts with little release of heat. Sub-ower wth oleittle relase of. headt. u o by Schott and Kin-y, and al.o in previous treat-
oer tequilibrimo an reatoneleae tof ments of the induction period reaction, for other
ieal equihhriuna and the release .f kind" of experiment-4 was hacal on the following

L-mions of this set of reactions, with kidofewrmn.4asbe nthfoiig
A)additional eth imtfreati, work, have consiideration-: Since Heaction ( I is 17 kealo additionai experimental work, have endothermic. wheras Reartiiins (21 and (3) are

alxo't thermoneutral or exothermic (AE1= 3 keal,

AE3= - 16 kcal), it w assumed tsar Reaction
Theoretical Treatment (1) w&a rate controlling and that the partial

to investigate the agreement between steady-state aluroximation could be applied to
tion of the induction iwerio in terms the concentrations of 0 and OFT. Recent ex~eri-

mental work." however. has shown that the
erformed at The University of Texas. rate coefficients of Reactions (1) and (2) are
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actually about equal iin the teinperature rang, of During ell but the very last part of the induction
interest here, 4nd that the partial steady--.ate period, when Reactions (0) -(3) no longer sufliv'e
approximation cannot be applied to the Conven- to describe the reaction system, the concentra-
tration of 0. Thi" means that the analysis u-sd tins of hydrogen and oxygen remain constant.
by Schott ant Ki.nsey is applicable only when the Equations (4)-(6) then can be written
ratio of hydrogen to oxygen is very large.

We solvEd the system of rate equations for
Reactions (0)-(3) without steady-state appiroxi- dy dt = za - by,
mations or assumptions about the values (Uf the dr/di = Yb + xc - za, 19)
rate coefficients. The rate equations are where £ = Eo011.], y= [0]. z = UI{. and ,,. ,
dEO1] 4, = E1110 23k. + [0][112]k2  and R0 are constants at a given temperature and

- [Oil']C1 2]ka + 21II'FO2]k0, (4) starting compo.,Sition. The initial (onditions are
z = y = z = 0. The solution is

,[oI1 ,d = [1f~][02  - [O]Z7f~kz, (L5) z = coef A exp (BA • 1) + coef B exp ( n ••v

dI] dit -- [o][1,]k, + [ElI1[112]k3  + coef Cexp (Be.

- [E11]JFO k,. (6) where

BA = E-(a + b + )] + [ -3bc + (a + b + c, ']"1c,, J(p

B, = '[-(a + b + c)] + I[- 3M + (a + b + c )]1" cosI l + 21r)

Bc = -(a + b + c)] + [--.3bc + (a + b + c)2]'/ cos 1(+ 4)

2(a + b + c)I - 9(a + b + rb - - .54 a-

21-[3bc - (a + b + c)-7j"'

coef A- - 1 0

BA + C Ba + c Br + c !
= 2b + BA 2b + B4 2b+Bc + B

coefC (BRA+b)(BA+c) ,B+b)(Bi+t • (Bc+b)(Bc+ ) Ro /a
L - - ak2b + B4 ) a(2b + BB) a(2b + Bc) - L j

The cmn-tants appearing in the solution can be out sitlnlifivatiin. given by Schott and Kinsey.
computed readlily for any given tempieratures, Figur, I hows that the two so!i.tifins give
comnpo-ition., and rate coefficients." identicil results until well after the observed

This -oltition incorlpwrates as;umoitionA of con- end of the induction period.
stant tempe.rature and reactant cincentration, Similar treatments of the induction period
ignores the fact that the experiirinunts art atually kinetic,- ha.e been presented by other authors.1.8

Iwrf.irmnl in fli•ing gas, and allowý chain initia- They have shown that there are several kinlt of
tion only 1ly f, rmation of Off. The' last assump- .N;implifivat ions which can be made in the equa-
tion is. in fact. not neces.ýary; the solution is tion,. Two of the three roots are negative, anti
only slightlv c,.mplicati•l by allowing If and 0 can be shown by direct calculation to give no
to he iroluied in initiation steps. There appears contribution. u•yen a• transients, to the physicallvy
to be no gain in doing this at prei'sent, howeve.r, significant growth of radical coneentratiiis. One
,ince little i, known about the homogevneous ha• only to consider, the-refore, the single timoitive
reactions prodtucing chain centers, and the inter- root. The cinstants a;.,iaring in the equation,
pretatiin of our results would be unaffected can then Ie exaniinqtl for size under a given ;,et
thereby. There is, likewise, little prospect that of exlperimental conditions, and superfluous one,
eliminating the other assumptions by analytical omitted from the computation. One can then
means, if it is pIS.,sible at ,-I,. wiild be of ad- search for algebraic simplifications, and obtain
vantage for prr-sent purposes. "i's, can be shiuown exjvressiong which can be plotted for comparison
by comparing the rate of increase ,,f OH concen- with expel i,,.ntml data, and inpecrted for insight
tration in a shock-tube experim.nt, as computed into the .heroical kin,,tics.
using the analytic solution with a straightforward We have chiisen a i alternative procedure. For
numerical integration of the rate equations with- presentation of experimental data, a graph of
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ti versus inverse temperature was
y Schott and Kinsey to be useful. It will
ater that such a plot has little theoretical
ace, but it serves well for inspection of s
at between predictions and experiments,
I allow the present experiments to be
d with the results of Schott and Kinsey.
-e, our computational procedure was
I to devel.p theoretical relationships
log [QO] • t, and I/ T for various experi-

mixtures and various sets of trial rate-
2t expressions. The complete solution
,grammed for a digital c,-nputer, and
,f 1. were computed as the time between
rating and attainment of OH concentra-
tr I"- moles per liter, which is assumed KYS

e detection threshold of our apparatus." A

an then determine the dependence of the
an-period reactioas on concentration of -
n and oxygen in the following way. The -
ag rate can be written formally as

d(log x)1'di kcOJ]-CH2 ]*
I0-*

4050 so6.0 0

IiT X 101 [N)'

Fin. 2. Comparison of experimental induction
times with calculated vibrational rlaxatijn times
for oxygen. Solid circles are mfsured induction
times for Ar:H,:Oý - 95:!:1. Curve A, vibrational
relaxation time for He:Kr:I),:0 = -6M:30:1:1.
Curve B, vibrational relaxation time for Kr: D): 01-=

e98:1:1. Curve C, vibrational relaxation time for
Ar:DI:O - 99:1:1. Starting preoure in each ease,
10 Tort.

Integrated from shock heating to the observed
end of the induction period, aes-med to he a
certain chain-center concentration this yields

k[Ot]-CHJ". t, = constant,

or, in logarithmic form.

log (constant) = lo1- K" + m log [0,]

+ n log [IIt] + log I..

For one concentration held constant, the slol e'
of log 1/t, vers-u log [ ] for the other inh(,#ntr:,-
tion gives m or n. In thig way. the effecti\t-
molecularity of the induction-perioxt reaction4

2 4 S S ,0 12 14 16 ,6 20 22 24 can be determant] from the experimn.ntal vaiwes
t (p SICI for the rate constants for Reactions I' (3).

I. Comparion of analytic solution with Vibrational Relaxation Effects
91 integration of rate equations. Rate coeffi-
nd experimental conditions identical with At the upper end of the temperature ranve
Fig. 2, Ref. I. - - -, analytical solution; studied in our experiments, the induction perioxld
menea; ;atcgrtion. begin to be so short that they approach the
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vibrational relaxation time of oxygen. The ques- of the relaxation times i~q obtained by using
tion then arises as to whether the rates of Reae- krypton rather than argon as the diluent gas. In
tions (0) or (I) may be affected by the finite Fig. 2, the calhul.!L•d vibrational relaxation times
rate of equilibratin of the first and second for two deutcrium foxvy,.n mixture-. one diluted
vibrational levels of oxygen, which are populated, with krypton and one diluted with krypt-,n and
at 21K) 01K, with 22%' and 7%", respectively, of helium, are compared with induction times for
the total oxygen. Recently, accurate experi- 10 Torr starting pressure. It was necesary tok
Illenial dlata have beom- w' ailable on the add krypton to the helium in order to ',,'ain
efficiency of various collision partners for 'ibra- sufficiently high temperatures with .3ur aparatui.
tional equilibration of oxygen."' A study was The induction times in Fig. 8 are our re-ults f,,r
made to determine if there would be a pos.ibility an experimental mixture containing 1% hydro-
of observing the induction periods of the hyd,'- gen l, ' oxygen. and 9s% argon. Relaxation
gen-oxygen reaction at various degrees of vibra- times for krypton were obtained by extrapolation
tional 'ra:inof oxygen. -f ,v, .. •n.-.,- dh fnr helium and argon. Re-

For the usual composition range employed in laxation times 1r, deuterium were assumen to be
this and other shock-tube studies of the hydro- the same am for helium, according to the sugges-
gen-oxygen reaction, the greatest contribution tion by White."
to the oxygen relaxation eomes from collisions
with hvdrigen, even when hydrogen is present Experimental
in concentrations lower than 1%". 'this concentr;4-
tion is about the lower limit for accurate measure- The data presented here are induction periodts
ment, (if induction times in our apparattus. ('aleu- in hydrogen-oxygen argon mixtures heated to
lation -hbwed that it would not Iw' pi,-ihh, to reaction tempwratures in the range 141I90-
obtain any conditions where the inductii n !'me 24(X)EK by incident shock v.ave•. Starting 1ir•,-
would 1sw both shorte than the vibration re'. xa- surs ranged frimi .5 to 1. Torr. with most of the
tion time and still measurallo with lC% hydi zen exj,'rinwrnts at 10 Torr. The induction peri(sI
in the experimental mixture. A diffe-rent situ.tion was expierimtentally dif, ned at the time betwvein
is obtained when detuteriunh is sih-tituiteo fir shick heating and first observable trace of
hydrogen. The large increase in reduced mass for hydroxyl-raial einventratiin, multiplied by
deuterium oxygen collisions slows down the the density ratio, in the shock to convert from
calculated vibrational relaxation times to the observer to gas time.
point where they do indeedl become as long as Our apparatus is of conventional design (Fig.
induction times, under conditions accessibl'- to 3). The sh,,ck tube was constructed of 1.75 in. X
study in our apparatus. Additional lengthening 4 in. alumin•im tubing. A seris of flush, de-

T,-- GUrERR

GENERATOR TOU-

Fuo. 3. Block diagram of appa~ratus.
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"FiG 1 wstvtofcmue nstvaitn

ofiptrt off-aet n uof inetain

Dat fo eahln 7ro al1

; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t 0WTedaoaltaercrsoinlmeecoptdb rphital ainalysvis )f th
:( - )% 1:1:statin pessre 10Tor; aveatthe observation po~int could be measured

3ersture, Z15.'0K. Lower photograph: to about + 1 microsecond. The observation
-orn OD,. triangular W4~A handptuqe, ren- station was~ a pair of flush quartz- windo~ws onl
090 AEprmnacodtoswr px.iesides4 of the shock ube.

- 9A 1 ; sartng rewre,10 o"; Thelamp for absorption measurements con-
9-rature, 24SQ')K. s~e fa microwave discharge (2.45 ge, 100 W)

in aot10 Torr argon containing a trace of
tinum resi'atance gauges, spared on bismuth vapor.ý' The bismuth resonance line at
of the ob~servation station, provided W07A. which coincides with the 11210 line of the
velocity niewAurements. The amplified 0-0 transaition of the IZ-.2f systemn of OH-, w s
P dis~played together with time marks isolated after collimation by flits with a Bierkman
*sweep oscillos~cope. Shocrk velocitie-a DV monochromator, and the iflten~it~v measured

TABLE!I

Comnpouition of experimental mixtures

Hydrogen Oxygen Deuterium Argon Krypton Pelium Ratio

0.032 0.010 0 0.9M8 0 0 3.2
0-02f) 0.010 0 0.970 0 0 2.0
0.010 0.010 0 0.980 0 0 1.0
0.0M2 0.010 0 0.987 0 0 0.29
0.0017 0.010 0 0.998 0 0 0.17
0 0.010 0.010 0 0.98 0 1.0
0 0.010 0.010 0 0.30 0.68 .1.0
0.010 0.030 0 0.960 0 0 0.33
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L 10-9

*
X 0

00 10 1

.. ... .

h0I eO7 0 0

-0 5

'/T X '01 f-40 50
i/r X 10 (*K)'"

Fio. 6. Induction times for OH absorption. Solid
triangles, H1:02 - 0.17:1; open triangles, Hj:Oj - Fin. 7. Indueti::: p-riodA to onn.t of 2=--M (U1-Ot
0.29:1; open cirvhes, II,:(), - 1:1; open rectangles, emission in vibrational relaxation experimmntA.
11:01 - 2:1; solid rectangles, Hj:0, - 3:1; solid Cro" s, Ar:H1:01 - 9M: 1:1; open circh.'s,
circles, H2:01 - 1:3. He:Kr:H12::0h -63::0i: 1: 1;solid itrles, Kr:),:1 ) -

98•:1:1.

with a INPS2x photomultiplier. The anode signal
was applied to the grid of a eathode follower, frequency of I me, to allow simultaneous re-
the output was adjusted for about 2usee response cording of velocity markers and ahorption or
time, and di-played as a single sweep on a emission on one photograph. A --amplc oill-sram
Tektronix 5.15 osvillo•vole. For measurement is shown in Fig. 4.
of short indu:.tion periods, the output of the Gas mixtures wer- prepared mannmetricallv in
photomultiplier was displayed on an oscilloscope a conventional vacuum system. Conrn',rcial
with a trace chopped at a er-stal-controlled cylinder gases were u*ed without purifi ation.

TABLE 11

Input data for computations

Line [Hj]/[O,] Cutoff log A. Ea log A, E,  log A, F, log A, F,

A 0.33 10-8 11.0 70,000 11.86 16,900 9.4 7700 10.8 5.w)
B 1.0 10-' 11.0 70,000 11.96 16,0() 9.4 7700 10.9 ThtN)
C :1.0 10-' 11.0 70, 000 11-.6 16,900 9.4 7700 10.s 5.X)E
P) 1.0 10-0 11.0 70,000 11.-6 16,A(O 9.9 7700 10., 59oy)
E 1'0 10-' 11.0 60,000 11. S6 16,9(g) 9.9 77(0) lO.9 51)0
F 1.0 10-' 10.0 70,000 11.36 16,19)0 9.9 7700 10.8 .5WO
(; 0.3.3 10-' 11.0 70,00O 11.36 16,W X) 9.9 77(X) 10.8 59M)
H 1.0 10-' 11 0 70,.)0 11.36 16,9X) 9.9 7700 10.4 .5(
I 3.0 10-s 11.0 70,000 11.3") 16,9M) 9,0 77MX) 10-.4 5'. *X)
J 0.331 0.3 X 10 1 11.0 70,0(00 12.0 16,9(X) 10.0 77(w) 10. 5A(")
K 1.0 0.3 X 10-' 11.0 70,000 120 If',9(X) 10.0 7700 10..• ) ,9(X)
L 3.O 0.3 X 10-' 11.0 70,000 12.0 16,9(X) 10.0 7700 t0 8 5Kq)
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listot the compositionts of the mixture tratior. JA both hydrogen anid oxygen. They
indicate also that the degree of deiiendenee on
composition and temperature can be predicted

Results in reasonable agreement with experimeniit u.,ing
rate-coefficient expressions for the elementar -

-asitivity of theoretical lines for the reactions involved that are in accord with previ-
[0 2] - t vs inverse temperature to ous experimental studlies.

a input rate constants and OHf appear- It is significant that, for reasonable values of
x'ntration, is shown in Fig. 5. 6tarting appearance concentration and rate cloefficients,
* input rate constants were taken from the assumed induction period scheme allows the
y article of Ka'iinian and Del Grecol calculation of induction periodls which reproduce
sugge~tions of Baladwin'2 and C'lyne!7 both the temperature and concentration de-
,erimentally mea-4ured induction pieriods penulence oif the reaction. Upoun examination )uf
hydrogen--oxygen mixtures are shown the sensitivity of the solution to variation of the
The calc-ulated lines correspond to the rate-coefficienit parameters and appearance con-
#ý -n- *'fn~tqftst aiven in Table If. ventration. it is found that the slopie. position,
on periods in deuterium-oxyaen mix- curvature, 411,4 u4Iauis.lmaohi (letp.eihefl, of thie
e measured to olnset of 01) ernission at plotted log [02] - , values depend strongly on
* Fig. 7, the re~ultt for the two different the set of rate-coefficient lparmtneters, except
ital mixtures are qhown. together with that k3, being ýulps4antially irreater than k2 under
ients of the induction period determined all cundlitioný., has little effect (in the predicted
aission at 3070 A for a HII + 02 + 98 curves. Too high a value for ko has the end effect
re. of curving the plotted induction pereios more
,tion of the quantities m and n is illus-. strongly downward at high temperatures, sinve
Fig. 8. this causes the linear portion of the 011--eon.

centration increase to continue to higher Off
Discusionconcentrations. The activation energy given to k1

affect-s the slope of the calculated line%, while
-ults presented in Fig. 6 demonstrate that given to k2 affects only the position of the
it tioft times in the hydrogen -oxygen lines. This is a consequence of the fact that the
n Ahock waves depend on the concen- activation energy of k, is c.ansiderably larger

than the activation energy of ki. It would he
possible to reproduce the data of our experi-
ments with other than the rate coefficient
p)arameters indicated in Table 11; one thenlo.s
however, the correct extrapolations top data 014-
tamned in experiments at lower toemperature,.

-0, In the experiments perforined to test for
vibrational relaxation effect,,~ a ('lear lengthening
of the induction period for the %ilirationally cold
mixture can be ',eei. The scatter in the ro-Rult~s
for the vihrationali) cold mixture appears to
be greater than foi othner mixtuares. TAhis miii fx-

diaphkagrn rupture, as has been noted in other
aensefetofdiversoc-gabe mixpeimnts dueto isidear

fromthemagitud oftheinductoan period
lengthening that no effect of vibrational relaxa-
tion voill be observed in mixtures containing

["a Th eandiv aron.uart of thes induction

period reactions depends on the composition of
Ermeatigation of effective molecularity of the reacting mixture and the temperature.
periodt reac-tions. Slope of H, curve yields Values of m and n under typical conditions of
ty for Hs, ulope. of I h curve vields molec- temperature (1I00*) and composition are found
Ch. Temperature, 1%4N)0K. Starting pres- to he 0.4 < em < 0.6, 0.5 < n < 0.8. The de-
Drr for 9K: I: I mixture, and adjusted to pendenc4 upon oxygen concentration, for the
ew~tant concentration constant for other temiperatuire rang" of these vxjsriruuerts, is less.,

than the dependence upon hydrogen concetitra-
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Dr. M. .4. Khan Sheill Research LAd. Thornton): I (1962)], appears to he faster than any other initia-
would like to ask about the activation energy Ad tion process. Semenov suggests Somp Probleers in
the initiation reaction Chemical Ki,.etics and Reiwtw.ity. Vol. 2, p. 151,

Es Princeton University Press, 1959) that the early

H, + 01 - OH 4- OH. data of Kowalsky, if interpreted in terms of homoge-
neous chain initiation, ,ield an ordpr-of-magnmitude

In his well known boo~k Chetntra. Ainetio and Chain rate constant of i0-'• for H, + 0) - 2 0)l, or
Reactions, Semen(.v qutotes Fe -w 62 kcal mole-', a H, + 0, - 1 10 + It, at 14X)°K. eMiles hpu intvr-
value derived from the Halmer mechanism, using preted the data of White and MoA)re this ,mplo-
Hinshelwoods' data Again, in 1945. emenov sium, p. 7A5) for rich mixtures, and finds that .5 kal
derived a value of 45 kcal m'~le- from Kowalsky's appears to be a reasonahie activation energy for the
data. We now know that the Haber mechanism is initiation step. Hirsch and Ryason CJ. Chenm. PhYs
obsolete. Could Gardiner give any reasons for not 40 2051 1964)] find that experimental values for
using the figure of 45 kcal mole-', and is there relalv ignition delay can be reproduced computationally
any theortical or experimental basis for the figur1 with chain initiation via thermal dissociation of hi'-
of 70 kcil mole-, which he use in his paner? drogen only, which has an activation energy of I10

Prof. W. C. Gardiner, Jr. Very "ittle information kcal. Careful ignition-delay measurements in rich
about the rate coeffirient for homogeneous chain mixtures over a wide temperature range, anialyzed
initiation is available, and the assignment with a procedure similar to that used by l)r. Be.lles,
H, + 01 - 2(0H, w tb the rate parameters given in might provide Yrnre information on this subject.
our paper should be rigarded only as a reasable Lacking more and better data, however, there are
guess. At high temperatures, thermal dissociation of no firm groinds for identifying homogtneous initi-
hydrogen, for which reliable rate .oelficients are now ation with a specific elementary reaction or for
available CSutton, E. A.: J. Chem. Ph)s. 36, 2923 assigiing an aetivation ener.


